
POSTSCRIPT

Several significant developments have taken place since Mark Bradbury submitted
his report in October 1993.

1 On 3-4 October several US servicemen and numerous Somalis were killed in the
Bakhara Market in Mogadishu, when US special forces attempted to capture the
leaders of General Aideed's Somali National Alliance. As a result, the USA and UN
took the decision to wind down their military operations in Somalia. In Mogadishu
itself, UN and US forces have been largely confined to barracks, and only minimal
protection has been offered to humanitarian agencies.

2 US policy is motivated by the attempt to withdraw completely from Somalia with
some measure of honour. A temporary build-up of the use of military hardware was
accompanied by an announcement that all US forces would be withdrawn by 31
March 1994. At the same time, greater diplomatic emphasis was put on scaling
down the conflict with Aideed and the SNA. Much of this work was carried out by
ex-Ambassador Oakley. It led ultimately to the withdrawal of the warrant for
Aideed's arrest, and the release in January 1994 of all detainees held by the UN,
among them several of Aideed's key aides.

3 The US decision to withdraw by the end of March 1994 was quickly followed by
similar decisions by the Belgians, Germans, Swedes, and Italians — indeed, by all
the European forces under the UN umbrella. As a result of these unilateral
decisions, the UN has been forced to scale down its whole peace-enforcement
operation in Somalia, with a target of approximately 18,000 troops on the ground
after March 1994.

4 The impending withdrawal of the US and European contingents from UNOSOM
created expectations of a drastic deterioration in security, and renewed clan
fighting. However, while there has been an upsurge in random banditry, there has
also been a quiet but noticeable increase in political 'peace-making' discussions
between key clan groups and warlords — notably between Aideed's and Ali Mahdi's
sub-clans. The combination of these renewed discussions, fuelled by a strong
reaction against what is regarded as foreign interference in Somali affairs, plus a
general public revulsion at the thought of renewed fighting, and the release of
detainees by the UN, has engendered a more positive mood in Mogadishu and
southern Somalia. It is interesting (and very much confirms the key thesis of this
report) that internal processes now offer the best hope of improving the overall
political and security situation. It is possible that the UN-sponsored humanitarian
and peace meetings which took place in Addis Ababa between 30 November and 2
December 1993 contributed to this process, but there is little hard evidence for this,
especially as some of the main Somali leaders did not attend, or attended only some
short sessions.

5 Progress towards setting up District and Regional Councils (with a view to
establishing a Transitional National Council by March 1995) continues, but at a
slower pace. It is not yet clear how the various peace-making initiatives on the part
of the clans will mesh in with the UN process of re-establishing civilian structures.
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This will be one of the challenges for the future. Agency work in rehabilitation and
development continues, as the security situation allows, and the challenge here will
be to work out ways in which these activities can be taken on and taken over by
genuine, popular Somali institutions.

Roger Naumann
Regional Manager for the Horn of Africa
Oxfam (UK and Ireland)
February 1994
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NOTES

1 Unless otherwise stated, 'Somalia' refers to the territories of the Republic of
Somalia, which include the (as yet) unrecognised 'Somaliland Republic'.

2 Some people have tried to apply a neo-Marxist analysis to explain the conflict,
which makes a distinction between 'clanism' as ideological construct, and kinship,
which represents 'basic values of society'. (Comment by A.I. Samatar at the
European Somali Studies Association, September 1993.)

3 Oxfam Strategic Intent, 1993, statement of belief on poverty and avoidable
suffering.

4 The precise make-up of these alliances has changed throughout the war.
5 Behind this move were Hassan Dhimbil Warsame (Habr Gedir/Ayr), Musse Nur

Amin (Galjaal), and Mohamed Goodah Barre (Xawadle) (Horn of Africa Bulletin,
April 1993.)

6 It is suggested that due to the preference shown to General Abshir by the UN, he
has lost much credibility among the Somalis.

7 SWB = Survey of World Broadcasting.
8 Unconfirmed reports say that four American soldiers killed by a land mine on 8

August 1993, seven Nigerian troops killed on 5 September, and a helicopter crew
killed in September were also mutilated.

9 Horn of Africa Bulletin, March-April 1993.
10 I did not meet anyone from the Justice Division, or anyone who was able to

provide information on their work. This in itself indicates a lack of information-
sharing in UNOSOM.

11 From UNOSOM Staffing Concept paper, June 1993.
12 It has been suggested that recent US policy in Somalia is to enable the Darod

(primarily the Majeerteen) to regain power. If true, this may lie behind the
dispute between UNOSOM and the Somaliland administration of Egal.

13 Reported by US lawyer Professor Tom Farer, The Independent, September 1993.
14 Africa Confidential, 30 July 1993.
15 Comment passed to me by Life and Peace Institute.
16 Comment by Dr Ahmed Yusuf Farah (see Part V).
17 Ecumenical Liaison Committee for Assistance to Somalia.
18 Jan Eliasson: Report to the UN ECOSOC, 21 July 1993.
19 This is a very rough division, especially as many groups practise both agriculture

and transhumant pastoralism.
20 'Harti' is commonly used in the south to refer to the Warsengeli Dolbahunte and

Majeerteen; in Kismayo it is the Majeerteen who are most significant.
21 I cannot confirm either of these historiographies, but it is interesting that people

refer back to agreements of nearly 70 years ago, indicating the depth and
protracted nature of the conflict.

22 The information in this section is largely based on interviews with the Zone
Director.

23 Omar Moalim, an Ogadeni, was deputy PM in Ali Mahadi's administration of
1991. He was MP for Jamaama in the 1960s.

24 It is understood that the accord was signed between representatives of the
following: SNF (Marehan), SPM (Awlihan, Bartiri, Jidwak), SSDF (Majeerteen),
SNDU (Lelkasse, Awr Tabley), and Tuni and Banjuni, USC/SNA (Mohamed
Zubeir, Sheikal, Galgaal, Habr Gedir), and SSNM (Biyamal).
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25 General Abshir, a consistent critic of Barre, and moderate politician, has lost
credibility among many Somalis for the preferential treatment shown to him by
UNOSOM.

26 Alliances change quickly. Since the outbreak of fighting between UNOSOM and
Aideed, Abdillahi Yusuf has sought to distance himself from Aideed, and play
down their agreement. General Abshir has also commented that he and Abdillahi
Yusuf have resolved their differences.

27 He is said to own UNICEF and ICRC offices in Kismayo, to have built Kismayo
hospital and Afgoi hospital, and a number of mosques in Mogadishu.

28 The Zone Director also had fundamental doubts about the 'colonial' model of
administration proposed by UNOSOM.

29 North-east Somalia, home to the Majeerteen, has also been largely free of conflict
since 1990.

30 This idea is not supported by some historians and social scientists.
'31 Comment by Garaad Abdulgani of the Dolbahunte.
32 It has been observed that these values have been destroyed in the south, where

women, children, and prisoners have died in the carnage. While the rights of
women, children, and prisoners were abused by the Somali army, the belief is that
these standards of behaviour were adhered to by the northern clans.

33 A classic example of this happened in Jidalle, in Sanaag region, in 1992, when the
Warsengeli and Habr Yunis (Issaq) held a peace meeting. The representatives of
the Habr Yunis included a former SNM Commander and member of the SNM
Central Committee, who attended the meeting as a representative of the SNM.
The response of the Warsengeli was to argue that if they were to meet a political
party (i.e. the SNM), then they would represent the 'Warsengeli Government'. The
only way in which they were able to proceed with negotiation was to meet as two
clans. As political parties they did not have the means to solve their problems.

34 Legends of warrior women, as in Islam, exist in Somali folklore.
35 Zeinab Jama has collected a number of war poems by women.
36 Interviews with SOMRA and Somaliland Women's Organisation.
37 Women are now more vulnerable to the religious movements than during Barre's

regime. Under Scientific Socialism, women were given rights of inheritance, which
goes against Islamic Law. Some eight Sheiks who opposed this law were executed
by Barre when it was introduced. He revoked these laws in 1990. Therefore, while
women's responsibilities have increased as a result of the war, they have also lost
certain rights.

38 Reported by Zeinab Jama.
39 Article 10 of the National Charter.
40 Interestingly, the term Khussusi, from the Arabic khas ('special') was the name

given by Sayid Mohamed Abdulla Hassan (the 'Mad Mullah') to his top council of
advisers.

41 Musa Bihi is particularly unpopular with the Habr Yunis. As Minister for Interior,
and head of the technical committee for disarmament, his personal dispute with
the Habr Yunis could be a source of problems in the disarmament process.

42 Some serious questions need to be asked about why the UN is prepared to
sanction the division of former eastern European countries, such as Yugoslavia,
but not Somalia.

43 Interview with Hargeisa UNOSOM Zone Director, Keith Beavan.
44 Among the Majeerteen in the north-east, the bandits are known asjiri, the name

of a bird. In the south they are known as the morihan, i.e. those who smoke
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marijuana.
45 Reported by UNDP-OPS demobilisation consultants.
46 Reported by Omar Halim, UNOSOM Director of Policy Planning Group, July

1993.
47 The Somali anthropologist Dr Ahmed Musa Farah, working with I.M. Lewis, has

undertaken a comprehensive study of the peace process in Sanaag and the role of
the elders. The study, commissioned by ActionAid, will add extremely important
information for our understanding of peace and peace-making in Somaliland and
Somalia.

48 The study of Dr Ahmed Musa Farah has identified that it is in fact at the level of
the diya-paying groups that the reconciliation process has been most effective.
Reconciliation between the diya-paying groups has therefore provided the basic
building blocks for a wider peace process.

49 The Garaad is said to have appointed his son to replace his brother.
50 The Manifesto Group were a group of politicians, elders, and businessmen, who

petitioned Barre to step down peacefully in 1990.
51 See 1.3 above for characteristics of elders.
52 He was offered the post of Minister of Justice by Egal, but was asked by his clan

to turn it down.
53 I was reminded of this when I learned that after my visit to the Sanaag peace

conference, some questions were raised over the purpose of my visit there. There
was some suspicion that I was 'spying1 for the Hargeisa government. My mistake
was not in visiting, asking questions, or showing an interest, but in not following
the correct protocol in contacting people. Clearly there is a need to be sensitive.
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APPENDIX A

AGENCIES AND INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN PEACE WORK IN
SOMALIA AND SOMALILAND

ActionAid
Hamlyn House
Archway
London N16 9HL
UK

Tel: 071-281-4101

African Rights
11 Marshalsea Road
London SE11EP
UK

Tel: 071-403-3383
Fax: 071-403-4023

Africa Watch
1522 K Street, NW #910
Washington
DC 20005
USA

Tel: (202) 371-6592A
Fax: (202) 371-0124

Amnesty International
International Secretariat
1 Easton Street
London WC1X8DJ
UK

Tel: 071-413-5500
Fax: 071-956-1157

Bread for the World
802 Rhode Island Avenue, NE
Washington
DC 20018
USA

Tel: (010-1) 202 269-0200
Fax: (010-1) 202 529-8546

Coalition for Peace in the Horn of
Africa
c/o Centre of Concern
3700 13th Street NE
Washington
DC 20017
USA

Tel: (202) 635-2757

Community Aid Abroad
156 George Street
Fitzroy
Victoria 3065
Australia

Tel: (010-61) 3-419-7111
Fax: (010-61) 3-419-5318

Christian Aid
Inter-Church House
35-41 Lower Marsh
Waterloo
London SE1 7RT
UK

Tel: 071-620-4444
Fax: 071-620-0719

Ecumenical Liaison Committee for
Assistance to Somalia (ELCAS)
c/o Catholic Relief Services
11 Rue de Cornavin
1201 Geneva
Switzerland

Tel: 41-22-731-46-54
Fax: 41-22-738-48-14

(Includes CRS, Lutheran World Relief
and Lutheran World Federation,
Norwegian Church Aid, Trocaire,
Caritas, Swedish Church Relief, and
Christian Aid.)
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ERGADA* Somali Peace and
Consultation Committee
c/o Mennonite Central Committee
Eastern Mennonite College
Harrisonberg
Virginia
USA

Tel: 703 432 4452
Fax: 703 432 4449

Hal Abuur
Journal of Somali Literature and
Culture
PO Box 3476
London SE15 5QP
UK

Tel: 071-277-1399
Fax: 071-372-6101

Horn of Africa Project
Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies
Conrad Grebel College
Waterloo
Ontario N2L 3G6
Canada

Tel: (010-1) 519-885-0220 (ext. 257)
Fax: (010-1) 519-885-0014

Professor I.M. Lewis
London School of Economics
Houghton Street
London WC2
UK

Tel: 071-405-7686
Fax: 071-242-0392

Life and Peace Institute
Horn of Africa Project
Box 297
S-751 05
Uppsala
Sweden

Tel: 18-169-542
Fax: 18-693-059

Mennonite International
Conciliation Service
Mennonite Central Committee
Eastern Mennonite College
Harrisonberg
Virginia
USA

Tel: 703 432 4452
Fax: 703 432 4449

MSF Spain
PO Box 11188
Nairobi
Kenya

Tel: 560345/564740
Fax: 568297

Nairobi Peace Initiative
PO Box 14894
Nairobi
Kenya

Tel: 254 2-441444/440098
Fax: 254 2-445177

Ogaal Research and Publishing
Centre
27 Laneside
Edgware
Middlesex HA8 9PL
UK

Peace Foundation (Africa)
Diakonia House
Naivasha Road
PO Box 60955
Nairobi
Kenya

Tel: 569493
Fax: 569485/569467

People for Peace
1st Floor
Waumani Building
Westlands
PO Box 14877
Nairobi
Kenya

Tel: 441372
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Responding to Conflict
Woodbrooke
1046 Bristol Road
Birmingham B29 6LJ
UK

Tel: 021-415-4119
Fax: 021-472-5174

Scottish Action on Somalia
c/o Scottish Education and Action for
Development
23 Castle Street
Edinburgh EH2 3DN
Scotland

Tel: 031-667-5522/031-225-6550
Fax: 031-220-1290

Somalcare
Flat 5
2 Bedford Road
London N15 4HA
UK

Tel: 081-880-1343

Somali Counselling Project
5A-5 Westminster Bridge Road
London SE1 7XW
UK

Tel: 071-620-4589

Somali Socio-Economic
Development Foundation
(SOMDEF)
PO Box 73945
Nairobi
Kenya

Tel: 335002,338771
Fax: 331005

SomaU Relief Association (SOMRA)
Oxford House
Derbyshire Street
London E2 6HG
UK

Tel: 071-729-3351
Fax: 071-729-0435

SORRA
Mohamed Barod
Hargeisa
Somaliland

Swedish Refugee Council
Torstenssonsgaton 6
5-11456
Stockholm
Sweden

Tel: (010-46) 86-67-68-99
Fax: (010-46) 86-61-65-98

US Committee for Refugees
1025 Vermont Ave., NW Suite 920
Washington
DC 20005
USA

Tel: (202) 347-3507
Fax: (202) 347-3418

Voice of Peace
Broadcasts every day between 2 and 3
pm on the 25 and 31 short-wave metre
bands from Addis Ababa.
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APPENDIX B

SOMALILAND COMMUNITIES SECURITY AND PEACE CHARTER

Preamble

As we may all realise, security (of both life and property) and stability are
indispensable pillars of the existence of mankind. Naturally, it is also central to the
effective functioning of any central government as well as the attainment of
sustainable progress. Moreover, history and experience have also shown us and attest
to the fact that the security of the individual, both life and property, that of the
community as well as that of the nation, are all inextricably linked together. However,
as we may all recognise, historically the world has been subject to subsequent
calamities and catastrophes comprising both natural and man-made disasters. These
have caused wanton destruction of property and incalculable loss of life, as well as
retrogression of both human progress and development.

Unfortunately, Somalia's experience in the recent years is something hitherto
unknown to the world. The compounded effects of the disasters that have befallen
Somalia have at last resulted in the destruction of the Somali state and the loss of its
sovereignty. Furthermore, the Somali citizen has lost all his/her dignity, pride and
honour, wherever s/he is in the wider world. This unenviable experience and
circumstance that has been the lot of the Somalis for quite some time has resulted
from the wilful disregard of justice, and the callous abandonment of all due processes
of law, gross human rights violations as well as the criminal neglect of all the
obligations of the government towards its citizens, including provision of basic social
services.

It is after these events and agonising realities that the Somaliland Communities have
declared an independent state. In addition to this, the other crucial issues that the
communities also agreed upon include the promotion and strengthening of security
and stability, maintenance of peace and the establishment as well as enhancement of
peaceful co-existence among all of the communities of Somaliland. However, failure to
realise these goals has perhaps dictated the collapse of the government that has been
established. As the President of Somaliland has highlighted in his speech to the
Grand Conference of the Elders in Boroma, lack of security was the single most
important factor that dictated the failure of the government in its effective
functioning and execution of its obligations, administration and governance. The
President also further reiterated the impossibility of the establishment of any
effective government while the security situation remains to be much improved.

As the President has emphasised, and we all concur with him as to its importance,
the most relevant question that begs to be asked, therefore, remains to be if any
possibility exists of confronting and tackling other daunting issues of national
interest and the realisation of the desired cooperation of the Communities of
Somaliland while these conditions of insecurity widely prevail? Perhaps the other
crucial question we should ask ourselves and ponder on at this juncture is what are
the factors that brought about this situation of insecurity in the first place?
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To provide genuine answers to these vexed questions it requires us to reflect on the
present circumstances that are prevalent in our country and the fundamental issues
that brought about in the first place these conditions of instability and conflict as well
as their perpetuation.

We all realise that arms and munitions are widely scattered among all the
communities, and are mostly in the hands of immature and callous individuals.
Among others, these facts have created the following difficulties and problems:

1. The use of these weapons for private interests and, perhaps more damagingly,
their use against the Government in order to undermine its authority, not to mention
their use in the destruction of the national assets and interests which the Somaliland
Communities have wished to safeguard.

2. It has caused a large number of people and communities to become refugees and
dislodged from their localities of residence and inhabitance, which in turn resulted in
the undermining of security and threatened the peaceful co-existence of communities
as well as the smooth movements of people and property.

3. It legalised killing, looting, banditry and a host of other illicit activities and
attitudes that go against our cherished culture and sacred religion.

4. It has completely grounded and undermined the functioning of the administrative
activities of the government and stopped all other commercial activities, as well as
the free movement of people and trade.

5.It curtailed and resulted in the suspension of all the humanitarian, rehabilitation
and developmental activities as well as all other assistance of the International
Organisations. This has also had a negative and devastating effect on internal
support and international recognition.

6. It drastically undermined the realisation of the peace accords that the
communities have bilaterally and multilaterally agreed upon.

7. It has brought about for the individual citizen a perpetual fear and terror that bred
mental instability and other numerous psychological problems for most of the
population.

8. And other numerous problems.

All these critical issues and problems which we have mentioned above and which are
all a threat to the security and instability of our nation have been previously given
due attention and deliberated several times, as the attempts made towards their
solution include:

1. The unification programme of the clan militias.

2. The latest of which was the WFP programme of demobilisation and
corralling/kraaling of the militias.
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3. The organisation of Peace Conferences between and among the communities and
localities, including that of SHEEKH, of which the enactment of the resolutions
passed remains yet to be seen.

Therefore, in order to realise the aims and objectives of the Somaliland State, and to
redress and rectify our past mistakes, it is inevitable that all the issues that are
currently outstanding and those potential tensions should be duly addressed and
deliberated at this Grand Conference of Somaliland Communities, and all efforts
should be directed to finding objective and lasting solutions to all the issues: this
should also be witnessed by the international community in order to hasten
recognition of our state(hood), increase humanitarian assistance and step up the
rehabilitation and reconstruction of the infrastructure and social services
institutions.

In view of this, the Grand Conference of Somaliland Communities (in Boroma):

After having seen: The recommendations of the Security (issues) Commission.

After hearing: The deliberations, views and recommendations of the Grand
Conference.

After appreciating.The assessment of the general situation of the security in the
country, the following articles of this charter have been hereby adopted:

Article I:
a. GUURTI: Council of Elders at the district, regional and National (Somaliland)
levels.

b. BEEL: A community that shares common interest and neighbourhood (residence).

c. DEEGAAN: Locality.

d. DUULAAN: Ten or more persons who share common blood bond or kinship and
who harbour interests that do not comply with this accord and the articles of this
charter:

Article II:
The people of Somaliland should rely solely on its efforts and resources in
maintaining and strengthening the peace and stability that is prevalent in the
country.

Since the main threat to peace is at present the armed bandits (budhcad and day-
day), the Grand Congress of the Communities of Somaliland hereby agrees that all
armed bandits should be vigorously confronted, challenged and dealt with in order to
prevent them undermining the prevailing peace and stability.

Article HI:
This nation cannot dispense with outside help and assistance. Therefore, we should
seek assistance from the International Community, be they governments or
International Organisations.
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Article IV:
Voluntary Organisations should be approached with the following requests:

1. Establishment of employment opportunities and vocational training projects in
various skills and professions.

2. (Assistance in the) Maintenance of a clean environment.

3. Training and upkeep of the local security forces.

Article V:
In cooperation with the International Organisations, mines should be cleared from
the roads and all other areas in Somaliland.

Article VI:
All weapons and munitions are a national (state) property. Therefore, their storage,
use as well as other decisions relating to them are the sole province and responsibility
of the Government (which calls for the following):

1. Firstly, the registration of all arms for the owners is required and called for, and
then means and methods of exchanging arms for other useful projects should be given
thought to as well as due consideration.

2. Secondly, arms should be forbidden to be carried in the towns and other places of
assembly and congregation of people.

Article VII:
If a certain locality, district or a region for that matter is invaded from outside, it is
incumbent upon the other Communities of Somaliland to come, in earnest, to its
defence in unison and hurry to the rescue of the concerned entity, as such act is
recognised as a blatant aggression against Somaliland as a whole.

Article VIII:
It is obligatory upon all the Somaliland Communities to give their utmost assistance
and sincere support to any government that is established or chosen through the due
process of law, in order to enable it to realise its administrative functions and
governance obligations.

Article IX:
In order to realise the establishment of an effective government administration that
can fully undertake the maintenance of peace and stability in the country, we propose
the following:

1. It is required that each and every community should demobilise its militia and
assemble or kraal the combatants in a certain barracks to be established in its
locality, and should effectively restrain their movement. This should come into effect
15 days after this charter is ratified and endorsed.

2. It is incumbent upon every community to wage a relentless war against the armed
bandits operating in its own locality and to secure and preserve its own security and
stability.
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3. In order to realise the satisfactory accomplishment of the above mentioned
conditions, it is required that each community should establish its own local Police
Force, which will serve as the basis for the establishment of a National Police Force
in the (near) future.

4. Each and every region should start to hasten the operation of its judicial
institutions in conjunction with the establishment of the Police Force.

5. The operation, inspection and monitoring of these issues is the responsibility of the
committee of elders in each district.

6. An Inspection and Monitoring Committee with the responsibility to check and
inspect the operation of the above mentioned obligations should be established
(sooner rather than later).

Article X:
Each and every Community which resides in a certain area should establish a
Standing Security Committee that will oversee the security matters in its own
locality or area.

Article XI:
Each and every community should remove its own militia from the towns and their
vicinities, main roads and other certain areas where people gather for social services.

Article XII:
It is obligatory upon each and every community to dismantle and demolish all the
check-points established by the bandits and which are in operation in its own locality.

Article XIII:
It is obligatory upon each and every community to effectively safeguard the security
in its own locality.

Article XIV:
The safeguarding and upkeep of any public property in a certain district, sub-district
or locality, etc is the responsibility of the relevant committee in that area. It is also
required that the Security Committee of that area take an inventory of all the public
properties existing or found in their areas.

Article XV:
The Communities are hereby allowed to initiate their own by-contracts (xeer-hoosaad)
and by-laws. Likewise neighbouring or adjacent communities can establish their own
security by-laws that are compatible with this charter.

Article XVI:
Any assistance package (relief or otherwise) that is being assigned or provided for a
certain community or locality, but requires to be transported through other areas or
communities, should be given safe passage; it is incumbent upon each community to
oversee its safe passage and security during the transit period in its locality and pass
on this responsibility to its adjacent community, who are also required to do the same
until the (assistance) package reaches its destination.
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Article XVII:
The safeguarding of the security of the Foreign Nationals, and their properties,
staying in a certain locality, is the responsibility of the Government and in particular
that responsibility falls within the domain of the Security Committee of that area.

Article XVIII:
Each and every community is hereby required and should take a vow and a solemn
oath not to attack any other community.

Article XIX:
a. If a conflict flares up between two communities, or if one community harbours a
certain grudge against another, it is incumbent upon the Committees of Elders of the
two communities to attend to, deliberate and strive to find a mutually acceptable
settlement and just solution to the disagreement, whatever its magnitude, and in the
shortest possible period of time.

b. If, however, they themselves find it difficult to find a mutually acceptable
settlement, they should call upon the assistance of the Committee of Elders of other
neighbouring communities.

c. If, again, a settlement is not found at this level, the matter should be referred to
the executive committee of the Grand Committee of Elders of Somaliland.

d. The Committee of Elders who are assigned to mediate in the matter are required to
address the case as soon as possible and in any case in a period of no longer than 14
days from the date of referral or registration of the case.

Article XX:
a. Every citizen of Somaliland has the right of ownership of his/her own fixed
property existing in Somaliland, and no one has the right to misappropriate it or
dislodge him/her from the property.

b. The Grand Conference of Peace in Boroma should appoint a committee that will
engage itself in and oversee the mediation and settlement of the standing disputes
and cases arising out of fixed properties that have been misappropriated (excluding
those cases which have been settled already) considering the different circumstances
of each locality.

c. Liquid or other movable properties which have been looted or misappropriated
should be returned to the rightful owner/s in earnest (excluding those cases that have
been already settled).

d. The safe transfer of the fixed and movable properties that have been
misappropriated is the responsibility of the Security Committee of the locality in
which the property exists or remains at present, with the cooperation of the
Committee of Elders of the concerned communities.

Article XXI:
The meeting which the communities in SANAAG are planning to hold on 10-04-1993
should be given support and encouragement and assisted to fruition.
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Article XXII:
The Grand Boroma Conference of the Communities in Somaliland should urgently
nominate during its meeting a committee of elders that should find a solution and a
settlement to the disputes currently outstanding in Awdal, and those of land disputes
in Gebiley that are not yet settled, and should accomplish this feat within an
assigned (preferably short) period of time.

Article XXIII:
a. A checkpoint and control post can only be established at the entrance and exit
points of towns and should have a certain accountable administration.

b. A control post or checkpoint can only be established by someone authorised (by the
relevant authority) to do so and must have a certain emblem that can be easily
identified.
«
c. If a new and/or additional control post is needed to be established, it may be done
so or established only by the discretion and authority of the Security Committee of
the concerned locality.

Article XXIV:
Any damage (to life and property) caused by a certain bandit (budhcad ama day-day)
should be accounted from his clan, but any damage against a bandit is non-
accountable/accountable to no one (whatever the circumstances are).

Article XXV:
All other accords and charters that are not compatible with the articles of this charter
are hereby repealed, rescinded and made null and void.

Article XXVI:
This charter will come into effect 15 days after its ratification and endorsement by
the deputations and delegations representing the Communities of Somaliland in
Boroma.

Article XXVII:
This charter is bound/bonded by the penal code, the shariah law and the articles of
this charter.

(Translation by Mohamed Hamud Sheik)
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APPENDIX C

JUBALAND PEACE AGREEMENT

Kismayo International Airport, 6 August 1993

We, the elders, religious leaders, intellectuals, politicians, business people and
representatives of women's, youth, and various other interest groups and civic
organisations of Jubaland:

Deploring the terrible loss of life and destruction of property resulting from the civil
war which has raged throughout the country in general and in Jubaland in
particular;

Recognising that continued armed conflict cannot bring about a lasting resolution of
our problems;

Further recognising that we are one people having a common territory, religion,
history and culture;

Mindful of the need to promote trust amongst one another and of the need for a freely
negotiated and lasting peace as the only means to the rehabilitation of our normal
daily lives including economic, social and political activities;

Appreciating the assistance provided by UNOSOM II in creating the environment
and providing the logistical resources necessary for the peace conference which has
culminated in this agreement;

Now, therefore, hereby declare peace throughout Jubaland and affix our signatures to
this document signifying our unreserved, wholehearted and indivisible agreement to
the provisions contained herein and by so doing pledge our commitment to their
complete implementation for the benefit of our posterity and motherland.

1. This Agreement is the culmination of the Conference first begun at Mogadishu on
30 May 1993 to address the problems of Kismayo. A Declaration of Peace was issued
on 3 June 1993, and a second phase, involving 152 delegates and approximately 50
observers, commenced at Kismayo International Airport on 23 June 1993.

2. The Delegates set up four Committees which worked on the principal areas of
agreement herein, namely:

a. Cease-fire and Disarmament;
b. Reopening of Roads;
c. Reunification of the People and Communities; and
d. Return of Property.

3. We, the Delegates of the Conference, signatories hereunder, for ourselves and the
people and communities of Jubaland whom we represent, hereby agree to the
following provisions:
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I. Cease-fire and Disarmament

4. All forms of physical and verbal hostility towards one another shall cease
immediately and all communities and Districts shall be informed of such cessation
within 30 days of the signing of this Agreement. Total disarmament shall be
accomplished within 90 days.

5- Encampment sites for the two militia forces shall be established approximately 90
kilometres from Kismayo, that is to say, at Kamtirey to the north and Bulo Haji to the
south.

6. There shall be provided rehabilitation of former combatants through reorientation
towards civilian life, including vocational training, the fostering of good relations
between one another, and the provision of jobs.

7. A regularly-sitting Committee comprising members of the various communities of
Jubaland shall be set up to implement cease-fire and disarmament.

8. Violators of the cease-fire shall be prosecuted before a court of law and be liable for
payment of blood money, return of property or compensation therefor.

II. Re-opening of Roads

9. All roads are to be free and open to movement of all persons for peaceful purposes
and each community shall be held particularly responsible for the safety of the roads
in the area it inhabits.

10. A suitably equipped and armed force shall be established to supervise free and
peaceful movement on the roads. In this regard, the Delegates call upon the United
Nations Operations in Somalia (UNOSOM) to give priority to assisting in the re-
establishment of the police as soon as possible, to facilitate the apprehension of
bandits.

11. Bandits and those aiding and abetting them shall be punished equally in
accordance with Islamic law.

12. Any community or person who arrests an armed bandit shall be eligible for a
reward of Somali Shillings 2,000,000. Any person who furnishes information on
armed bandits which leads to their arrest shall be eligible for a reward of Somali
Shillings 500,000 — 1,000,000. These rewards shall be subject to availability of funds.

13. Each community shall participate in the efficient distribution of humanitarian
aid.

14. All dangers and obstacles to free movement such as mines, broken bridges, and
impassable roads are to be removed and/or repaired in cooperation with UNOSOM.

III. Reunification of the People and Communities

15. The reunification of the people and communities shall take place within 30 days
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of the signing of this Agreement.

16. Security shall be strengthened, and this shall be the responsibility of police and
Chiefs of Districts.

17. A regular Committee for Reunification shall be appointed to work in cooperation
with broadly-based District and Regional police as well as UNOSOM. This Committee
shall determine when it is appropriate for a citizen who owns a house, farm or
business in a District to return there, and shall be responsible for ensuring that this
provision is fully implemented in cooperation with tribal elders, police and UNOSOM.

IV. Return of Property

18. Property belonging to the Somali State shall be returned to a broadly-based
administration in Jubaland.

19. Private property shall be returned to its rightful owner, where ascertainable.

20. Where the rightful owner is not available, private property shall be returned to a
person holding a court-authenticated power of attorney or to a minimum of three
witnesses whose capacity to so act is certified by a court. Such property may be
returned to a broadly-based administration in Jubaland by the order of a court.

21. A person or group found to have looted property shall be punished in accordance
with the judgement of a court of law and shall either return such property or pay
compensation to its rightful owner. In the case of livestock, it shall be returned to its
rightful owner.

22. A Committee for the Return of Property shall be set up which, together with the
courts and police, in cooperation with UNOSOM, shall be responsible for the
implementation of the provisions of this section.

V. General Provisions

23. The message of peace shall be disseminated throughout Jubaland within 30 days
of the signing of this Agreement. Dissemination of the provisions of this Agreement
shall continue, using all available media resources including broadcasting facilities,
newspapers and broadsheets, and through regular inspection visits to Districts, rural
areas, villages, wells, and other locations. The public shall be repeatedly reminded
that negative politics and propaganda that spread hostility are to be replaced by
peace, brotherhood, trust and unity.

24. All Districts and villages shall form sub-committees comprising elders,
businessmen, transporters, farmers, rural community leaders, religious leaders,
women, youth and well-known personalities of Jubaland to foster and promote the
message of peace.

25. The Delegates call for:

a. the reactivation of the trade that existed among the Districts of Jubaland;
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b. the restoration of essential services such as water, health, electricity, education,
agriculture, fisheries, resettlement of refugees, and the rebuilding of all institutions
in cooperation with UNOSOM and non-governmental organisations;

c. assistance in assuring that humanitarian aid reaches all Districts;

d. the re-establishment of courts, police force, prisons and prison wards so as to
bring stability to all the Districts forming part of Jubaland; and

e. the establishment of the presence of UNOSOM forces in each District and the
assistance of UNOSOM in ensuring the execution of this Agreement.

26. Violators of the provisions of this Agreement shall be collectively challenged and
dealt with according to law.

27. It shall be the responsibility of the tribal leaders and officers of the militias in
cooperation with UNOSOM to ensure the execution of this Agreement.

28. Jubaland comprises the following Regions and their Districts:

Districts of Gedo Region

Garbaharey Ceel Waaq
Bardhere Doolow
Belet Hawa Luuq

Districts of Middle Juba Region

Bu'aale
Jilib
Saakow

Districts of Lower

Kismayo
Afmadu
Badhaadhe

Juba Region

Jamaame
Xagar

29. The Delegates declare their readiness to accord full collaboration with
international and humanitarian agencies in the efficient performance of their
activities benefiting the people and the land.

30. We appeal to the international community, governmental and private agencies to
assist us in the fulfilment of the huge responsibilities we have undertaken in respect
of the rebuilding of Jubaland.

LET US TRUST EACH OTHER IN THE NAME OF THE LORD

(Note: The above text is an unofficial translation prepared by UNOSOM from the
original Somali.)
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APPENDIX D

COLAADIYO CAANO: HARGEISA WORKSHOP

Workshop on conflict and peace
Oxfam Somaliland

Hargeisa
5-6 September 1993

Introduct i on

After four years of war peace is returning to Somaliland. Oxfam's
programme in Somaliland is also in a period of transition from
short term emergency relief to longer term rehabilitation and
development. A return to peace and a stable environment is the
key to sustainable rehabilitation and development. The transition
from conflict to peace is slow and Oxfam needs to ensure that its
work in Somaliland supports the peace process. Oxfam should
identify opportunities to support peace building in Somaliland.

The objectives of the workshop were to:

* identify the role of NGOs in the post-conflict situation in
and Somaliland

* explore ways in which NGOs might support the transformation
from conflict to peace.

The workshop was held in Hargeisa, over two days, 5th and 6th
September 1993. There were 20 participants:

Name

1. Abdi Jama
2. Mohamed Abdi Jibriil
3. Faduma Mohamed Aalin
4. ZamZam Aden
5. Rashid A. Arale
6. Mohamed Sheik Abdillahi
7. Yusuf Ainab
8. Abdirahman Mohamed Ibrahim
9. Sohrab Baghri
10.All Ahmed Ali
ll.Zeinab Aideed Yusuf
12.Zahra Aden
13.Amina Haji Ibrahim
14.Humphrey Pring
15.Abdelkadir Sheik
16.Dr Yusuf Hersi
17.Mohamoud Ali Sulub
18.Abdulahi Abdelrahman Hersi
19.Qamar Ibrahim
2O.Mark Bradbury

Organisation Profession/Training

Water Engineer
Management
Teacher
Teacher
Accountant
Chemic. Engineer
Engineer
Teacher
Water Engineer
Elec. Engineer
Women's Development
Office Management
Teacher
Business Management
Diplomat/Economist
Sociologist
Mechanic. Engineer
Business/Admin.
Teacher
Anthropology

OXFAM UK
Som/land Gov't

SOMRA
OXFAM
SORRA

OXFAM
OXFAM

UK

UK
UK

ACTIONAID
SORRA
SOWDA
SOWDA
OXFAM UK
UNOSOM

OXFAM
OXFAM
OXFAM
OXFAM

UK
UK
America
(consult)
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DAY I : CONFLICT

1. Int roduct ions

The group split into pairs and introduced themselves to each
other.

The 20 participants, representing 8 different organisations, came
from four countries and brought with them a range of professional
s k i l l s from engineering to sociology. Between them the
participants shared 193 years of experience of working in
development.

2. Expectations, Roles and Goals

The participants were asked to consider the following questions.

1. Why is your agency here in Somaliland?
2. What do you think your agency's role should be here?
3. What would you like to see your agency achieve in 12 months?
4. What would you like to be doing in 12 months?
5. What do you think Somaliland and Somalia will be like in 12

months?
6. What obstacles will prevent these things from happening?

The responses that followed were:

OXFAM (A)

1. Original relief efforts were:
- To assist in the development of the country.
- Rehabilitation of the damaged infrastructure.

2. To assist in rehabilitation and needs now.
3. To finish the on-going projects and pending ones, to be able

to assess new projects.
4. To put cur full efforts into achieving the above goals.
5. Think (hope) there will be stability in both.
6. Suspicion and mistrust among the community and unwanted

intervention from outside.

SOMALILAND GOVERNMENT UN/NGO OFFICE

1. I am not an agency, I represent the government.
2. To govern towards law and order and development.
3. Maintain law and order.
4. I would like to be doing proper coordination among various

partners in rehabilitation programmes.
5. I wish both will be peaceful and are moving towards progress

in achieving self-reliance.
6. Conflict and war are imminent threats to this.
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ACTIONAID

1. It is here to work with and assist those who want to have a
better way of life.

2. To support and enhance the ways of reaching a better way of
life through the improvement of development programmes
and empowering people.

3. Achieve it goals and implement all their plans of action
successfully.

4. To put in practice all we wrote on paper, i.e. implement our
objectives and achieve our goals and aims.

5. Somali land/Somal ia will be all right if the outside
intervention turns towards support for what they (the people)
want rather than the aims and objectives of the outsiders.

6. Unwanted outside intervention.

SORRA (Somali Relief and Rehabilitation Agency)

3. SORRA would like to realise its hopes in contributing to the
rehabilitation and reconstruction of the country.

4. The same thing.
5. Only God knows!
6. Economic ruin, clan contentiousness. Lack of stabilising

institutions and the trauma of recent violent conflict are
the main obstacles.

SOMRA (Somali Relief Association)

1. Because it is our mandate to take part in relief and
development initiatives in Somaliland.

2. My agencies role will be to gain experience and to contribute
what we think will support our objectives, together.

3. I would like to see my agency achieving our plans in 12
months as we planned.

4. I would like to be someone who successfully achieves what was
planned to be implemented, smoothly.

5. It is unpredictable.
6. Apart from natural obstacles, conflict will prevent these

things happening.

SOWDA (Somaliland Women's Development Association)

1. To take an active part in the reconstruction of the country.
2. Our role is to mobilise women for the rehabilitation of the

country.
3. In the next 12 months we would like to achieve:

- income generating schemes for women
- skills training institute
- rehabilitation of the old Hargeisa tree nursery
- focusing on primary education

4. As above (3)
5. Somali land will prosper given the current environment of

peace. As for Somalia we predict more conflicts, war!
6. If the security situation deteriorates, it will be an

obstacle to achieving our aims.
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OXFAM (B)

1. Oxfam is here in Somaliland to assist the people to improve
their standard of living by:
- providing clean and sufficient water supplies
- improving public health
- providing the inputs needed for agricultural development
- education

2. Oxfam should be engaged in economic development activities.
3. Implement successful development projects.
4. Working in development projects in Somaliland.
5. Somaliland secure, politically stable and developing country.

Somalia under UN Trusteeship.
6. Insecurity, political instability, lack of financial

resources, inappropriate intervention.

UNOSOM

1. To consolidate and sustain the peace and support the
administration in that respect.

2. Coordinate the international effort towards post-conflict
peace building.

3. Demobilise the militia and integrate them into civilian life,
rehabilitation of all sectors.

4. The continuum from relief to rehabilitation and development.
5. Peaceful and developing.
6. Donor fatigue.

These presentations were followed by an useful dialogue between
the representative from UNOSOM and the NGO representatives, on
the aims and objectives of UNOSOM in Somaliland.

The workshop then went on to explore whether there was common
ground among the agencies in terms of the role of the agency,
their future expectations for Somaliland and obstacles that will
prevent these. The following list was drawn up:

AGENCY ROLES GOALS/EXPECTATIONS FOR
SOMALILAND

* rehabilitation *
& development

* economic development *
* listening *
* encouraging community
participation *

* job creation
* maintaining peace *
* working with different
interest groups *

6 groups were optimistic
3 were pessimistic
economic growth
positive change of
attitude
will reach common
goals
develop government
revenue
continued role for
traditional institutions

OBSTACLES

* unclear role
of government

* lack of
resources

* inequity
* lack of
accountabi1i ty
* conflicting
interests

* lack of
political will

* insecurity

Overnight, Abdelkadir Sheik from UNOSOM re-worked this list and
came up with the following useful table:
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AGENCY ROLES GOALS/EXPECTATIONS FOR OBSTACLES
SOMALILAND

Rehab & Development Create government Lack of economic/
revenue resource base

Economic development Increased economic Lack of recognition
activity Unresolved

questions of
governance

Job creation Open roads Accountability
Maintaining peace Open roads Equity & security
Working with various Common values/goals Equity/accountability
interest groups

The question left for people to reflect upon, was the extent to
which agencies are addressing those obstacles that stand in the
way of achieving our expectations for Somaliland.

3. Understanding Conflict

The workshop went on to explore our cultural understanding of
conflict, as expressed through language and proverbs. We started
with the following examples:

" Peace brings riches
Riches bring greed
Greed brings anger
Anger brings war
War brings poverty
Poverty brings humanity
Humanity brings peace
Peace brings...."

"balaayo inta ay kaa maqan tahay qeyrkaa bey ku maqan tahay"

"Trouble is out there with others like you, when it is not
with you."

a) Types of conflict

The participants went on to list as many words as they could to
describe conflict:

Colaad - Hostility
Dagaal - War
Qaaquul - }
Khaakhuul - } Dispute
Ismaandahaaf - Misunderstanding
Shido - }
Shaqaaqo - } Calamity
Rabshad - Disturbance
Guluf - Strife
Xarbi - War
Iskahozimad - Confrontation
Iskudhac - Clash
Duulaan - }
Weerar - } Attack
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In af-Somali there are many words for camel, but in English only
one, and that comes from Arabic. However, in both af-Somali and
English there are many words to describe conflict and different
levels and stages of conflict. This suggests that conflict is a
common experience in both societies.

b) Maahmaaho Colaada: Somali Proverbs about conflict

Participants split into groups and produced a long list of Somali
proverbs about conflict.

Colaad wiil baa ku dintee wiil kuma dhasho.
In conflict only life is lost but nothing is gained.

Colaad iyo nabaadi meel ma wada joogan.
Conflict and peace are bad bed follows.

Af-xumo nabadna waa kaa kaxeysaa colaadna wax kaagama tarto.
Offensive language only breeds trouble, but and does not help
you in combat.

Geel doono geesao dhiigleey dhashaa.
Looking for loot (a camel) may end in destruction.

Nimaad fadhi kaga adag tahay looma sara joogsado.
Don't quarrel or fight with someone unless you have better
weapons than him.

Colka ninka soo arkay iyo kan loogo warama si ugama wada
cararaan.
The one who experiences conflict and the one who hears about it
will have different fears.

Habar fadhi da legdini wax uga fudud.
For idly sitting women things look easy. (i.e. for those
watching everything looks simple)

Colaadi gurigaagana waa kaa kaxeysaa ku kalana kuma geyso.
Conflict only displaces from your home but does not provide you
with another.

Dhagaal wiil baa ku dhintee, wiil kuma dhasho.
In war you lose a son may get killed but none is gained.

Belaayo baabkaaga ayaa laga soo xirta.
Close your door when trouble starts.

Belaayo buulkaaga laga galaa.
Hide from trouble in the inner chamber of your house,
(i.e. Keep away from trouble, do not seek it out.)

Haddaan af-xumaan gacani ma xumaato.
Any violence is sure to be proceeded by foul language.

Rag ciil cadaab ka doorey.
Resist oppression no matter the consequences
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4. Some Conflict Theory

Another way we try and make sense of conflict is by studying it
and creating theories about conflict.

In the west there are three dominant theories that have been
developed to explain conflict.

Power Politics: This suggests human beings and groups naturally
struggle for domination and power and that making war is part of
human nature. It suggests that peace can only be maintained
through a balance of power. This theory was used to explain Cold War
politics and to justify strategic interests.

Structuralism: This looks at structures - structures of power,
institutions, laws, economics, exploitation, environment - to
understand the causes of conflict. It suggests that we are often
not aware of those structures. When we become aware of them we
struggle to overthrow them.

Liberal/pluralist: This suggests that many levels of human
society are involved in conflict. It incorporates the idea of
structures as a source of conflict. It also suggests that
individual and group behaviour, attitudes and psychology,
community needs and perceptions are important for understanding
causes of conflict.

5. Human Needs

Another theory of why conflict happens is related to human needs.
This' proposes that conflict r e s u l t s from the denial or
suppression of human needs.

The group brainstormed and came up with the following list of
l ist human needs:

food clean environment transport
sleep jobs/employment family planning
water recognition/approval intellectual stimulation
peace/security communication faith
shelter holidays recreation/entertainment
clothing respect moral values
health identity privacy
education achievement government
human rights sex justice

The group then tried to pr ior i t i se these needs into those
essential for "survival", those essential for a "good quality of
life" and those that are a "luxury". There was considerable
debate over whether the more "subjective" needs - human rights,
identity, achievement, faith, justice - were essential for
survival or a luxury.

It was recognised that people have different needs and the
suppression of one person's or one group's needs by another could
lead to conf l ic t . The question was raised as to whether
Somaliland could achieve peace and reconciliation if any of these
needs were not met.
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WEEPS
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We reflected on how many of these needs NGOs were addressing in
their programmes in Somaliland.

One thing missing from the list of needs was people. The workshop
was offered a proverb from South Africa:

"umntu ngumntu ngabantu"

"you are a human being because of other people"

6. Conflict Matrix

The workshop went on to consider (some of) the causes, impacts,
responses to and solutions to the recent Somali conflict and
produced the following matrix:

CAUSES

unequal distribution of power
unequal distribution of resources
injustice
ethnic discrimination
different political background
& experiences

different norms
dis-enfranchisement of some
groups in favour of others

different ideology

confusion

IMPACT

destruction
death
alienation
displacement
refugees
disunity
hatred & hostility
mistrust
disease
fear
loss of confidence
trauma
loss of national pride
poverty
loss of faith

Conflict

conflict
high kat consumption
disunity
re-instatement of Somaliland
UN intervention
relief aid

reccsnciliation
employment creation
peace conferences
economic improvement
demobi1i sat i on
international recongnition
of Somaliland
banning of kat
positive involvement of UN
sustainable development
national peace commitment
decentralisation of power

RESPONSES SOLUTIONS

We then reflected on the extent to which the solutions suggested
addressed the original causes of the conflict? Furthermore, to
what extent are NGOs supporting these solutions to the conflict?
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DAY 2 PEACE

1. Introduction

The morning began with a review of themes discussed the previous
day.

2. Roots of Change

Development involves change. NGOs can be agents of change. Change
can be both positive and negative.

The aim of the first main session of the day was to discuss roots
of change. We did this by listing important events in the history
of the Somali people this century.

* Darwiish (Sayid Mohamed Abdulla Hassan) war against the British
and Italians 1900-1920.

* 1928 drought
* 1940-1945 Second World War
* 1943 SYL was founded, Somali nationalism started
* 1940-50's inter clan conflicts
* 1950 UN Trusteeship of Somalia
* 1950 "Habtii" famine
* 1954 Reserve area given to Ethiopia
* 1956 "siiga asse" drought
* 1960 independence
* 1961 attempted coup in Somaliland
* 1963 fighting in NFD
* 1964 war between Ethiopia and Somalia
* 1969 coup by Siad Barre
* 1974 "dabadheer" drought
* 1972 introduction of Somali script
* 1977 Ogaden War between Ethiopian & Somalia
* 1977 Djibouti independence
* 1988 SNM attacks on Burco & Kargeisa, outbreak of civil war
* 1991 Overthrow of the regime of Siad Barre

We noted that many of these events were related to or involved
outright conflict. Since the beginning of this century, the
Somali people have faced many long periods of conflict.

We then attempted to identify the five most significant events in
Somali history and to rank them in terms of their positive or
negative impact on Somalia's development, according to the
following diagram:

+ 5
C
H 4
A
N 3
G
E 2

- 1

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 TIME
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It proved extremely difficult to decide which events had a
positive or negative impact on Somalia's development. It was felt
that many of them contained both positive and negative aspects.
This suggested to us that while conflict is often a source of
change, it is not always perceived as negative, although this may
be in hindsight.

We then went on to discuss what happened between these periods of
conflict and ended up with the following diagram.
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This exercise suggested that during this century the Somali
people have experienced cycles of conflict and peace. This led us
on to discuss whether i t i s feasible to aim for sustainable
peace. To help us we used a model developed by John Paul
Lederach.

Awareness of Conflict

Low High

0 Balanced
W
E
R Unbalanced

Latent y
Conflict^/

Negotiation

Overt
Conflict

Sustainable
Peace ^

3. Power

On the first day, the "unequal distribution of power" was
identified as one of the causes of the Somali conflict. The model
by John Paul Lederach also suggests that conflict emerges from an
imbalance in power relationships. On the first day someone had
stated that the role of agency was to "empower people".

If conflict results from an imbalance of power it is necessary to
reflect on what we mean by power, or how we define it. We went on
to lists some definitions of power:

* Power is the authority to make decisions on behalf of the
community.

* Power is the will to make change
* There are two types of power - legitimate and illegitimate:

a) coercion - to make someone do something against their will
b) authority - legitimate power delegated by others

* Power is domination over others
* Political power and economic power are balanced through legal

power.
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4. Defining Peace and Conflict

As we had done with conflict, the workshop went on to explore our
cultural understanding of peace as expressed through language and
proverbs. The group started by listing as many words as many
words as they could to describe peace:

a) Types of Peace

badbaado
amaan
degganaansho
samaan
ladnaan
xasi llooni
gallad
salaamad
naruuro
nasteexo
badhaadho
barwaaqo
nabad-raadin
nabad-doon
nabad-ilaalin
isafgarad
heshiis

safety
security
stability
well-being

- "
stability
blessing

- peace
prosperity

_ n

_ n

_ it

peace-making
peace maker

- peace-keeping
understanding
agreement

b) Maahmaaho Nabadeed: Somali Proverbs on Peace

The participants split into groups and produced a long list of
Somali proverbs about peace.

Waxan nabad iyo caano aheynba waa la kala qaadaa.
People can steal anything but milk and peace.

Nabad baa caano macaan./Nabad baa caano lagu dhamaa.
At times of peace even milk tastes sweeter.

Dumarka kolba kii reeyey raacaan.
Those who women cheer for surely wins.

Adoo nabad u balawaadha balooy kaaley lama yidhaahdo
Do not call for trouble when peace is within reach.

Nabad iyo colaadi isku caano dhiqis maaha.
Milk tastes differently in times of peace and times of conflict

Qonyar socde qodaxi ma muddo.
Thorns will not prick him who treads carefully.

Gal dad liqa ah ul baa la isaga dayaa.
Before doing anything, test with a stick the depth of the well.

Aan wada hadalno waa aan heshiinno.
An offer of talk is an offer of peace.

Nin gardarani ma guuleysto.
Victory is never with the aggressor.
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Booraan hadimo ha qodin, ku dhici doontaana mooye.
Never dig too deep a hole for your enemy less you fall into it.

Rag walaal wuxuu ku dhaamo la waa.
Fairness may be the best you can offer to men. .

Wax walaal loo diidey, wed baa leh.
Something you keep from your brother may end up lost.

Wax aad samaan ku weydo, xumaan laguma helo.
You will never gain through war what you cannot get in peace.

Ijiid aan ku jiidee waa gacmo daalis.
Tit for tat is a waste of effort!

Gar-diid waa Alla-diid.
He who refuses justice denies god.

Nabadi waa naruuro.
Peace itself is prosperity.

Guri nabadaa lagu nastaa.
The best home to rest in is one at peace.

Nabad la'aani waa nolol la'aani.
There is no life without peace.

Marka nabad la helaa nolol la helaa.
Life can be lived to the full only at times of peace.

Nabad baa nayaayir leh.
Peace has prosperity.

Nabadi maxay ku yeeshax?
Peace does not do any harm
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5. Characteristics of Peace and Conflict

Referring to the previous day's work on conflict, the workshop
went on to define and compare the characteristics of peace and
conflict.

Nabad (Peace)

Plentiful food
Milk
Rest
Rain
Prosperity
Helping
Marriage
High productivity
Dances
Harmony
Dialogue
Exports
Songs
Festivals
Conflict resolution
Happiness
Health
Imports
Sound body and mind
Tourists
Schools
Education
Money
Telephones
No foreign troops
Family reunions
Free movement
Ghee
Lots of camels and sheep
Livestock trading
Less killing of livestock

The conclusion was that peace does not just mean the absence of
war.

6. Conflict Resolution: nabaad raadin, xaliin colaadeed

The workshop then went on to discuss means of resolving
conflicts. This was done by looking at the characteristics of
Somali peace meetings (shir nabadeedka or 'shir Somaali1), such
as those that had taken place in Burco, Sheik, Boroma. and
Erigavo in Somali land and contrasted them to a UN sponsored peace
meeting ('shir UN1), such as the Addis Ababa meeting in March
1993. We considered why one type of peace meeting might be more
successful than the other.

Colaad (Conflict)

Famine
Drought
Poverty
War widows
Orphans
Displacement
Divorce
Refugees
Death
Dispersal of family
Disability
Looting
Poor economy
Hate
Lack of trust
Destruction
Lower birth rate
More weapons
No education
No health
No accountability
Disorder
Chaos
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Shir UN

Lack of confidence in
representatives

Held outside the country
Involves politicians,
not elders
Involves 'criminals'
Unequal representation
Lack of understanding of
the problem(s)
External, rather than
internal support
Lack of confidence in
organisers/facilitators

Lack of common xeer
Short time table

Shir Somaali

Involves legitimate representatives
Uses traditional methods of
problem solving

Uses experienced mediators
(e.g. elders)

Elders chosen by the community
Involves the 'real actors'
Confidence of community in
representatives

Elders have authority
Held inside the country
Common agenda/goals - Peace
Limited agenda
Common rules, values (xeer)
Ability of elders to enforce
Power of elders to ensure
implementation of agreements

Meetings structured to separate
problems
Consensus decision making
Equal representation by parties
Community support, shared expenses
Open time table
Traditional role of hosts and guests

In addition while the Addis meeting involved a broad range of
representatives - religious, elders, women, intellectuals - those
who made decisions, who signed the agreements were the
politicians, or 'warlords'. These people have been excluded from
the peace meetings in Somaliland. On the other hand, it was
recognised that the Addis conference did receive international
recognition and therefore the possibility of international
support, while the Boroma conference did not get international
recognition, and therefore Somaliland is not likely to receive
the same level of support.

It was suggested that many of the characteristics that are
important to make a Somali peace meeting successful, are similar
to those we look for in a successful development project: long
term process, community participation, community support,
legitimate representation, traditional (indigenous) ways of doing
things, common goals, community ownership of the process.
Successful peace meetings are like good development projects. In
this sense the NGO approach to development, is not far from
peace-making or peace-building.
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Conflict resolution has been described as a "balancing of goals".
In the west or north we would use a model, such as below, to
describe the process of conflict resolution.

coercion joint problem
solving

compromising management
avoiding negotiation

win
struggle <•

lose win
•conflict-

win
•> peace

In this process conflict resolution involves:

- a process of mediation, rather than facilitation
- getting people together

joint exploration of problems
respect of rights
no preconditions

- maintenance of dignity
cooperation
expression of feelings

The Somali peace meeting will normally reach decisions through
consensus, rather than voting. They are therefore aiming for a
win-win situation.

It was concluded that the methods and techniques of problem
solving or conflict resolution used in the Somali shir nabadeedka
are very similar to those designed by theorists of conflict
resolution in the west or north. The west has a lot to learn from
Somali society in this respect.

7. Learning by Doing

Having concluded that the Somali peace inset ing shares many of the
characteristics that we look for in a good development project,
the workshop went on to compare and contrast the experiences of
ACTIONAID and OXFAM in rehabilitating urban water supplies in
Erigavo and Las Anod towns.

Participants from ACTIONAID and OXFAM described the background to
their projects, the problems involved, how they were overcome,
and the successes and unexpected successes of the project.

1. ACTIONAID: With their operational base in Erigavo, ACTIONAID
was able to involve the community in the details of planning,
implementation and long term management of the water supply
system. The project faced some problems from local
competition over jobs, inflation, the lead in time to recruit
international engineers and delivery of materials. However
their emphasis on working through local committees of elders,
reaped some unexpected success in terms of contribution of
some free labour, free storage of materials and transport.
The project took seven months to complete from initial
designs to the commissioning. Now running, the system is
self-financing. The main lessons learnt is that good training
prepares the way for effective management.
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2. OXFAM: The water supply system designed by OXFAM for Las Anod
is larger than that in Erigavo. With no operational base in
Las Anod, OXFAM initially commissioned a local contractor to
undertake the first part of the project. Although the
contractor completed his work, a dispute between the
contractor and OXFAM delayed the project for 10 months. This
persuaded OXFAM to implement the project itself, working with
a community water committee. Working with the community,
rather than through a contractor has been a better
experience. The project is reaching a conclusion and OXFAM
have begun to work with the community on developing a
management system.

Considering the two experiences, there was general agreement on
the importance of community involvement in any development
project, not only for short term gains, but also the long term
ownership and management of the project.

Taladaan la ruugin waa lagu rafaadaa.

An issue that is not well thought through at the beginning
keeps returning.

8. Sustaining Peace: The Role of NGOs

In the final session the workshop went on to discuss possible
roles for NGOs in supporting, sustaining and building upon peace
and reconciliation in Somaliland. The following proposals were
made for NGO support.

Demobilisation - skills training for veterans
- peace workshops for fighters

Income generation programmes
Public works programmes
Keep out of politics
NGOs can act as liaison between government and communities
Influence the UN and the international into different approaches
Advocacy work for Somaliland
Presenting positive images of Somaliland
More peace workshops in the regions *
Protecting the rights of the private sector
Prioritising community needs
More coordination between NGOs

* It was suggested that Somali NGOs themselves might consider
running workshops on conflict and peace.

The question was raised as to whether there was a role for NGOs
in supporting local peace meetings (shir nabadeed). It was
suggested that NGO's should be cautious. They should make the
distinction between peace meetings and political meetings.
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EVALUATION OF OXFAM WORKSHOP ON CONFLICT AND PEACE

In order t o evaluate how useful the workshop has been we would be
grateful if you could take time to answer the following
questions. Please be open in your comments.

Name: Organisation:

1. How useful have you found the workshop?

a. a lot b. a little c. not at all

2. Please explain your answer:

Apart from the acquaintance participants achieved there, the
topic was well selected, so the attitude was quite interesting
and useful.

The workshop has addressed some issues which were overlooked
before - such as why the Somali shir is more successful than
the UN shir

It addressed all burning issues on the causes and consequences
of the war and what went right or wrong in search for
solutions too.

Logical assessment of events leading either to conflict or to
peace.

Because of the problem of Somalia/Somali land it is very
important to make this kind of workshop.

I have gained a lot experience.

Being new to working in development projects, I found a lot of
information which will bs useful for any future work.

Because there are different people in the workshop, different
experience so I found very serious workshop.

I have learnt a lot about Somali culture, especially
settlements of disputes and reconciliation. Besides I now have
an idea of what a majority believe to be the needs of the
country i.e. development related rather than relief related
projects. Successful projects seem to be those that
collaborate with the residents and involve them in all stages,
"listen a lot, talk less".

3. Which part(s) of the workshop did you find most useful or
interesting?:

First, I found useful the participation of women and how they
contributed, secondly, the experience and calibre of the
participants was good, so the topic was well digested.

Those parts I found most useful were the parts on the nature
of conflict and the history in Somali land, the Somali shir
verses UN shir.
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All parts.

Causes of conflict; events happening in Somalia/land from 1900
till present, "the cycle of event" curve was interesting.

Both the peace and conflict discussion were very interesting,
but peace is what I very much interested in.

All issues or the whole topic.

Community participation was very useful for me because there
were some projects failed for this reason and every NGO agency
will avoid that problem.

Somali history; causes, impact, responses and suggested
solutions to the problems caused by various conflicts.

4. Which part(s) of the workshop did you not find useful or
interesting?:

None at all!!
Every part was useful.

5. Would it be useful to have further workshops on the same or
similar themes, or with other organisations?:

Yes, absolutely.

6. If yes, where?

NGO offices and their sites of work, if possible.

In a neutral venue (free from coercion).

In all five regions for the intellectuals and veterans.

Hargeisa, Burco, Berbera and other regions of Somaliland.

OXFAM, ACTIONAID, CARE.

Hargeisa and other towns.

Inside and outside the country.

Burco for instance.

7. If yes, are there things that were not discussed in this
workshop that you would like to discuss in future workshops:

No, but I can say time will be better if it is a little more
than one or two days, better to be 3 - 5 days.

To form a common approach by all NGOs to Somali land provided
they are acceptable to the local community.

To give sufficient time and space to the investigation of the
roots of the conflict.
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Invite the intellectuals for a workshop.

How to make peace and reconciliation between Somalis.

Identification of the sort of projects - in depth - that have
the potential of having the most positive impact.

8. Any other comments:

I suggest the UN/NGOs should encourage the workshops/seminars
etc. of this style because knowledge and experience can be
passed on to one another. The development workers also learn
from each other and cost-wise it is cheap.

Overall it was a positive sign.

Time was too short; not enough people invited; I appreciated
the process; enjoyed the workshop.

I believe all the attendants have all profited greatly, in
terms of ideas; all in all a very successful workshop.
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problem 47; and Kismayo peace con-
ference 57,58, 59, 61-63; rift with
Egal 77-79; expulsion 77, 82; diplo-
matic blunders 78; and demobilisation
81-83, 84

UNOSOM II16, 22; new mandate 25-26,
78; politics of 34-38; structure of 35-
36,37

USAID 53, 82
USC (United Somali Congress) 13p 14,

15,16,17, 23, 26, 28, 29, 49, 54, 55,
65

USC/SNA 11, 23, 30, 55, 58
USF (United Somali Front) 23,28
USP (United Somali Party) 23, 24, 26,

28, 76, 78

Wagat, Abdillahi 54, 59
Walsh, Mark 56-57, 62
WAMO Women's Organisation 64
Waqoyi Galbeed 12, 66
Wardighigly, Mohamed 13
Warsame, Ali 92
Warsengeli clan 9,11,12, 26, 50, 65, 66,

67, 75, 76, 78, 86, 87, 88, 89, 91, 93,
94, 95, 98

Women's Family Life Institute 71
World Concern 53, 64
World Food Programme (WF?) 36, 82

Xawadle clan 26, 27,31, 34, 50, 52
Yobe 88, 90
Yusuf, Colonel Abdillahi 11,28, 31, 56,

59-60

Zunguri 50
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